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Abstract:
Introduction. The E4 allele of the apolipoprotein E (APOE4) is the major known genetic risk factor for
AD, with a dramatic increase in the risk of developing AD as the number of APOE4 alleles increases
from 0 to 2. For this reason, asymptomatic APOE4 carriers as a group offer a great opportunity to seek
for the presence of early biomarkers for AD. The present article reviews neuroimaging studies on
APOE4 carriers, focusing on cognitively normal individuals and on the main neuroimaging
biomarkers for AD, i.e. atrophy with structural MRI, hypometabolism with FDG-PET, and amyloid
deposition with amyloid-PET imaging.
State of art. There is a great number of studies on the effect of APOE4 on brain structures, and they
tend to show significant atrophy in APOE4 carriers compared to non carriers especially in regions
susceptible to AD pathology such as the hippocampus. However, results are rather discrepant which
suggests that the effect of APOE4 on brain structure is subtle. As for FDG-PET metabolism, the few
studies show decreased metabolism, again especially in AD-sensitive regions such as posterior
associative parietal areas, with a dose-dependent effect (i.e. worsening as the number of APOE4
alleles increases). Finally, there is a unanimous and major effect of APOE4 on amyloid deposition
with an increase in Aβ load as the number of APOE4 alleles increases and a decrease in the age of
predicted amyloid-positivity in APOE4 carriers. This graded effect of APOE4 on atrophy,
hypometabolism, and amyloid deposition is consistent with multimodal neuroimaging studies
suggestive of a predominant effect of APOE4 on amyloid rather than tau-related injury and on brain
metabolism rather than brain structure. Neuroimaging studies also suggest that APOE4 effects may be
mediated by both Aβ-dependent and Aβ-independent pathological processes. This contradicts the view
that Aβ pathology is a necessary upstream event to neuronal injury in AD.
Perspectives and conclusion. Future studies would tell whether the mechanisms and sequences
evidenced in carriers is comparable to those found in non carriers, but it is likely that APOE4 not only
influences the risk for AD, but also modulates the physiopathological cascade. Altogether, APOE4
carriers offer a great opportunity to investigate brain changes in the asymptomatic stages of AD and to
further our understanding of the physiopathology of the disease, although precaution is needed for
interpretation in AD at large.
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Résumé :
Introduction. L’allèle E4 de l’apolipoprotéine E (APOE4) est le plus important facteur de risque
génétique pour la maladie d’Alzheimer (MA), avec une augmentation dramatique de ce risque lorsque
le nombre d’allèles APOE4 augmente. Les porteurs asymptomatiques de l’allèle APOE4 représentent
donc une population particulièrement intéressante pour évaluer, à l’échelle du groupe, la présence de
biomarqueurs précoces de la MA. La présente revue, qui correspond à une conférence donnée dans le
cadre des Journées Internationales de la Société Française de Neurologie, rapporte les résultats des
études d’imagerie chez les porteurs APOE4 en se focalisant uniquement sur les sujets
asymptomatiques et en considérant essentiellement les techniques d’imagerie les plus reconnues :
l’IRM structurale pour étudier l’atrophie, la TEP-FDG pour le métabolisme et l’imagerie TEP des
dépôts amyloïdes.
Etat des connaissances. De très nombreuses études ont évalué les effets de l’APOE4 sur la structure
cérébrale. Les résultats sont très divergents, même s’ils suggèrent dans l’ensemble un effet subtile
dans le sens d’une diminution de volume dans les régions les plus sensibles à la MA telles que
l’hippocampe. Les rares études en TEP-FDG indiquent une baisse du métabolisme là encore dans les
régions altérées précocement dans la MA comme le cortex associatif pariétal postérieur, avec un effet
dose-dépendant (i.e. fonction du nombre d’allèles APOE4). Enfin, l’effet sur les dépôts amyloïdes est
unanime et massif, indiquant une augmentation dose-dépendante chez les porteurs APOE4, et une
diminution de l’âge prédit de positivité pour l’amyloïde chez les porteurs. Cet effet graduel de
l’APOE4 sur l’atrophie, l’hypométabolisme, puis les dépôts amyloïdes est retrouvé dans les études
multimodales qui suggèrent un effet prédominant de l’APOE4 sur les processus amyloïde-dépendants
plutôt que tau-dépendants, et sur le métabolisme plutôt que sur la structure. Ces études multimodales,
y compris celles réalisées au moyen d’autres techniques d’imagerie, suggèrent également que l’effet
de l’APOE4 pourrait être sous-tendu par des processus Aβ-dépendants et Aβ-indépendants.
Perspectives et conclusion. D’autres études devront être conduites pour déterminer si les mécanismes
et la séquence d’événements sont les mêmes chez les porteurs et chez les non porteurs, mais il semble
que l’APOE4 n’influence pas uniquement le risque mais pourrait également modifier la cascade
d’événements conduisant à la MA. Dans l’ensemble, ces études soulignent l’intérêt des populations
APOE4 pour évaluer les changements cérébraux survenant aux stades les plus précoces de la MA,
même si toute généralisation des résultats chez les APOE4 à la MA en général doit être considérée
avec prudence.

Mots clés : apolipoprotéine E4, IRM structurale, FDG-TEP, imagerie amyloïde, stade préclinique,
diagnostic précoce, atrophie

Introduction
The apolipoprotein E (ApoE) is a cholesterol carrier glycoprotein that supports lipid transport and
injury repair in the brain. The human apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene exists as three polymorphic
alleles: ε2, ε3 and ε4 which have a worldwide frequency of 8%, 78% and 14%, respectively (Schipper,

2011). The 4 allele of APOE (APOE4) is the major known genetic risk factor for AD. It has a dosedependent effect on the risk and age at onset of Alzheimer’s disease (AD): as the number of alleles

increases from 0 to 2, the risk of developing AD increases from 20 to 90% and the mean age at onset
decreases from 84 to 68 years (Corder et al., 1993). More recent estimations reported a lifetime risk of
AD of 50 and 60% for APOE4/4 females and males versus 23% and 30% for APOE4/3 males and
females, respectively (Genin et al., 2011). A meta-analysis of clinical and autopsy-based studies
reported odds ratios for AD of 2.6, 3.2, and 14.9 for APOE2/4, 3/4, and 4/4, respectively (Farrer et al.,
1997). By contrast, the APOE2 allele has a protective effect, with odds ratios of 0.6 for APOE2/3 or
2/2. It is important to note however that APOE4 is neither necessary nor sufficient to develop AD:
there are non carriers amongst AD cases and APOE4 carriers that will not develop AD (Saunders et
al., 1993).
Because APOE4 significantly increases the risk of having AD, and consequently because the
proportion of individuals who will develop AD is greater amongst APOE4 carriers than amongst non
carriers, cognitively normal APOE4 carriers allow to assess the preclinical / asymptomatic stage of the
disease. More specifically, by comparing neuroimaging data between carriers and non carriers, one
might be able to detect potential early neuroimaging biomarkers of AD that would be present in
asymptomatic stages. The present review is derived from a talk given at the French Society of
Neurology aiming at highlighting what APOE4 carriers tell us about neuroimaging biomarkers for AD
in the preclinical stage. Therefore, only studies on cognitively normal individuals will be included,
focusing on the main neuroimaging biomarkers for AD considered in the revised criteria for
preclinical AD (Dubois et al., 2010; Sperling et al., 2011), i.e. atrophy with structural MRI,
hypometabolism with FDG-PET, and β-amyloid deposition with amyloid-PET imaging, with only
brief mention to other imaging modalities.

APOE4 and structural MRI / atrophy
Studies assessing the effect of APOE4 on brain structure using structural MRI are numerous but lead
to diverging findings. Thus, several studies have reported a significant atrophy (or cortical thinning) in
APOE4 carriers compared to non carriers, most often in brain regions most susceptible to AD, i.e.
medial temporal structures (hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, etc; Plassman et al., 1997; Tohgi et al.,
1997; Lemaître et al., 2005; Lind et al., 2006; Wishart et al., 2006; Burggren et al., 2008; Honea et al.,

2009; Suthana et al., 2010; O’Dwyer et al., 2012). Other regions are also reported such as the lateral
temporal and prefrontal cortex (Wishart et al., 2006) or parietal areas (Honea et al., 2009). Yet, there
have also been numerous studies reporting no significant differences between APOE4 carriers and non
carriers in terms of brain volume or cortical thickness (Soininen et al., 1995; Schmidt et al., 1996;
Reiman et al., 1998; Jack et al., 1998; Cohen et al., 2001; Han et al., 2007; Schuff et al., 2009;
Filippini et al., 2009, 2011; Dennis et al., 2010; Kukolja et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010a; Westlye et al.,
2011; Bunce et al., 2012; Protas et al., 2013; Hostage et al., 2013) or even showing greater volume
(Honea et al., 2009) or cortical thickness (Espeseth et al., 2008) in APOE4 carriers compared to non
carriers. Some studies suggest that the effect of APOE4 is more marked in young that in elderly
individuals (Lind et al., 2006; Wishart et al., 2006), but the reverse has also been reported (Mueller et
al., 2008; Mueller and Weiner 2009).
Increased rate of atrophy has been shown in APOE4 carriers compared to non carriers in some
longitudinal studies, especially in medial temporal structures (Cohen et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2007;
Morra et al., 2009; Donix et al., 2010b; Hua et al., 2010; Risacher et al., 2010; Chiang et al., 2011; Lu
et al., 2011).
Normal elderly APOE2 carriers were found to show greater cortical thickness in the temporal cortex
compared to APOE3 (Fan et al., 2010; Fennema-Notestine et al., 2011) and in the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex compared to APOE4 (Fan et al., 2010), as well as slower rates of hippocampal
atrophy compared to APOE3 homozygotes (Chiang et al., 2011) or reduced ventricular expansion
(Hua et al., 2008). Yet, again, contradictory findings have been reported, including a lack of difference
between APOE2 and APOE 3 in hippocampal volume (Chiang et al., 2010) and cortical thickness (Liu
et al., 2010b), or even decreased hippocampal and amygdala volumes in E2 equivalent to that found in
E4 carriers (den Heijer et al., 2002), consistent with findings of increased AD neuropathology in
APOE2 carriers (Berlau et al., 2009).
Whether these changes represent a genetically-determined feature or is the result of pathological
processes is still under debate. The fact that such differences between APOE4 carriers and non carriers
have been evidenced in children (Shaw et al., 2007) and even in neonates (Knickmeyer et al., 2013),
tends to argue for at least a part of genetic determination. On the other hand, longitudinal studies
showed increased rates of atrophy (see above), suggesting that APOE4 also has a pathologic effect that
tend to exacerbate with time.
Altogether, these findings suggest that the APOE4 allele may induce changes in the structure of the
brain, more particularly in regions susceptible to AD pathology, but that this effect is rather subtle,
which would account for the divergence of findings.

APOE4 and FDG-PET / hypometabolism
FDG-PET studies investigating the effects of APOE4 are less numerous than those on brain structure
but overall the conclusions are similar: in general, studies report a decrease of metabolism in APOE4
carriers compared to non carriers and this decrease mainly concerns AD-sensitive brain areas. The
findings are less discrepant than for brain structure – maybe because the effects are more marked on
metabolism than on brain structure (see below “multimodality”), or because there are much less PET
studies and negative or unexpected results would tend not to be published (see Methodological
highlights below).
More specifically, decreased metabolism in APOE4 carriers has first been reported by Small et al.,
(1995) in elderly with memory complaints and at-least two relatives with AD and by Reiman et al.,
(1996) in truly cognitively normal elderly. It was found in AD-sensitive regions, i.e. predominantly in
posterior cingulate, parietal and temporal areas but also in the prefrontal cortex. Interestingly, the same
findings were obtained in young (20-39 years old) carriers (Reiman et al.,, 2004). Moreover a genedose effect was reported in each of these brain regions in late-middle-age individuals, with greater
decrease in individuals with two APOE4 alleles compared to those with only one (Reiman et al.,
2005). Accelerated rates of decline in resting-state cerebral blood flow in frontal, parietal and
temporal cortices have also been reported in one previous study using H2O-PET (Thambisetty et al.,
2010).
Findings obtained with perfusion MRI (an MRI method that measures cerebral blood flow) were
however discrepant compared to those with FDG-PET. Thus, one study reported increased perfusion
in middle-age APOE4 carriers compared to non carriers (Fleisher et al., 2009), and another laboratory
found cingulate cortex dysfunction in elderly but not young carriers (Filippini et al., 2009, 2011).
Further studies are needed to directly compare the effects of APOE4 using both techniques on the
same sample.

APOE4 and amyloid deposition / amyloid PET imaging
The effect of APOE on amyloid deposition as assessed with recently developed amyloid-imaging (i.e.
PET associated with PIB, florbetapir, or other amyloid ligands) is clearly more unanimous and
marked. Thus, APOE4 has been consistently shown in many studies to be associated with a significant
increase in Aβ deposition or a greater proportion of amyloid-positive individuals in normal elderly
(Reiman et al., 2009; Hinrichs et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2010; Villemagne et al.,
2011; Jagust et al., 2012; Kantarci et al., 2012; Mathis et al., 2012; Mielke et al., 2012; Fleisher et al.,
2013). Thus, across studies in cognitively normal elderly, 35 to 49% of APOE4 carriers are 11C-PIBpositive while they are 9 to 37% amongst non carriers (see Table 1). Similar findings were obtained

using FDDNP ligand binding to both NFT and plaques, with increased binding in asymptomatic
elderly APOE4 carriers in the frontal cortex (Small et al., 2009).
The effect of APOE on amyloid deposition was found to be dose-dependent, such that PiB increased
progressively with each additional E4 allele (Reiman et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2010). This effect is
also supposed to be region-specific, i.e. to be more pronounced in some brain regions than in others,
but the regions showing a predominant effect differed amongst studies (e.g. the frontal cortex in
Reiman et al., 2009 versus posterior regions in Fleisher et al., 2013). Moreover, the presence of the
APOE4 allele increases the prevalence of conversion from amyloid-negative to amyloid-positive
(Vlassenko et al., 2011) and decreases the age of predicted amyloid-positivity of about 20 years, i.e.
from 76 to 56 years in non carriers versus carriers respectively (Fleisher et al., 2013). APOE4 has also
been shown to modify the relationships between amyloid deposition and cognitive function, with
increased Aβ load being associated with decreased performances especially in APOE4 carriers
(Kantarci et al., 2012).
The effect of APOE4 on amyloid imaging thus appears to be marked, unquestionable and consistent
amongst study. APOE4 has even been reported to be the best predictor of the presence of amyloid in
the brain of healthy elderly amongst age, sex, APOE genotype, family history, or cognitive
performance. Yet, it is interesting to note that one study reported that PiB binding has a high
heritability, and 74% of the heritable component cannot be explained by APOE4 genotype (Hinrichs et
al., 2010).

Methodological highlights
Results are partly discrepant, especially regarding the effect of APOE4 on brain structure.
Methodological differences amongst study (e.g. acquisition parameters, quantification methods, etc)
may explain part of this variability. Some of the conflicting results may also be attributable to the
antagonist pleiotropy of APOE4 effects across different stages of the life span, such that APOE4 may
be beneficial in earlier ages and may only confer risk of cognitive decline later in life (Tuminello and
Han 2011). It is also possible that non-intuitive findings are not reported and confounding variables
are rarely modeled (Donix et al., 2012). Finally, most studies on APOE include individuals with a
familial history of AD which may have blurred the findings as different genetic factors may interact.
Thus, APOE genotype and family history risk were shown to have independent and/or additive
contribution to structural changes – e.g. hippocampal or precuneus and frontal atrophy (Donix et al.,
2010a; Honea et al., 2010; 2011) or metabolism decrease (Mosconi et al., 2007; 2009).

APOE4 effects on other neuroimaging modalities

While this review primarily focuses on the main recognized neuroimaging biomarkers for AD, namely
structural MRI, FDG-PET and amyloid-PET, the effect of APOE4 has also been assessed using other
neuroimaging modalities. In brief, the results are consistent with the idea that APOE4 cognitively
normal elderly, as a group, do present some signs of AD pathology, e.g. decreased fractional
anisotropy as measured with DTI in brain regions usually impaired in AD (Honea et al., 2009),
decreased local and regional interconnectivity measured from graph theory applied to fiber
tractography data (Brown et al., 2011), or disruption of functional connectivity measured with restingstate fMRI (Sheline et al., 2010). By contrast, a finding often described in fMRI studies of APOE4
carriers is increased activations (often, but not only, within the hippocampus) compared to non carriers
in episodic memory tasks (Trachtenberg et al., 2012). For example, Bookheimer et al., (2000) reported
an increase in both the magnitude and the extent of brain activation during memory-activation tasks in
regions affected by Alzheimer's disease, including the left hippocampal, parietal, and prefrontal
regions, in cognitive normal carriers of the APOE4 allele compared to non carriers. This increased
activity is usually interpreted as compensatory recruitment to support memory performance, although
works in mice suggest that it may rather reflect a detrimental function of hippocampal inhibitory
function (Gallagher and Koh, 2011).

Mechanisms and multimodal studies
Despite the well-documented effect of APOE4, the underlying mechanisms are not completely clear.
Postmortem neurohistopathology studies suggest that APOE4 leads to increased production /
aggregation of Aβ or decreased clearance. While the effect on amyloid plaque burden is well
established, its effect on tau and tau-related mechanisms is much less clear (Kim et al., 2009). Apart
from an influence on β-amyloid pathology, APOE4 may decrease synaptic function, neurogenesis,
glucose metabolism, vascular and mitochondrial functions and lipid and cholesterol metabolism, and
increase neurotoxicity, aberrant brain activity, brain atrophy and tangle formation (Liu et al., 2013).
The review of the literacy from single-modality neuroimaging studies as described above reveals
discrepant - and therefore probably subtle - effects of APOE4 on brain structure, less heterogeneous
(but rare) findings for FDG-PET, and a clear effect on amyloid deposition, all mainly occurring in
AD-sensitive areas. This graded effect of APOE4 on atrophy, hypometabolism, and amyloid
deposition, illustrated in Figure 1, is consistent with several results from multimodal neuroimaging
studies. It has been shown for example that the effect of APOE4 on Aβ deposition or CSF-Aβ (known
to be highly correlated with cortical Aβ deposition) was greater than the effect of the clinical group,
while there was a reverse effect for CSF-tau and MRI atrophy (Vemuri et al., 2010; Murphy et al.,
2013). Chen et al., (2012) reported that FDG-PET showed a stronger association to APOE4 compared
to structural MRI, and concluded that PCC hypometabolism appears earlier than observable MRI-

based structural abnormalities. Similarly, Protas et al., (2013) found significant differences between
APOE4 carriers and non carriers in their posterior cingulate glucose metabolism, but not in their
clinical ratings, neuropsychological test scores, hippocampal volumes, or hippocampal glucose
metabolism measurements, and they suggest that a reduction in posterior cingulate glucose
metabolism precedes a reduction in hippocampal volume or metabolism in cognitively normal persons
at increased genetic risk for AD.
In human, it is thought that there are both Aβ-dependant and Aβ-independent effects of APOE4 acting
in concert to exacerbate the pathological and clinical phenotypes of AD (Huang, 2010; Liu et al.,
2013; see Figure 1). Multimodal studies confirm this view by showing that the effects of APOE4 on
brain structure and function is at least partly independent from its effect on amyloid deposition. Thus,
Desikan et al., (2013) showed that the APOE4 allele was associated with Aβ deposition but, contrary
to CSF-p-tau, didn’t affect Aβ-associated neurodegeneration in clinically healthy individuals. As
another example, comparing cognitively normal APOE4 carriers to non carriers, Sheline et al., (2010)
showed decreased resting-state fMRI connectivity in the absence of amyloid plaques or CSF-Aβ
abnormalities, suggesting that these changes antedate the pathological effects of fibrillar Aβ
deposition. On the same line, Jagust et al., (2012) found an effect of APOE4 on both amyloid
deposition and FDG-PET metabolism, but showed that the metabolism decrease was independent from
the presence of Aβ, concluding that APOE genotype, and not aggregated fibrillar forms of Aβ,
contributes to reduced glucose metabolism in aging. The detection of APOE4-related structural and
functional changes in children (Shaw et al., 2007) or young adults (Filippini et al., 2009), i.e. well
before the appearance of Aβ accumulation in the brain, is also suggestive of Aβ-independant effects of
APOE4. In sum, it is thought that there are both Aβ-dependant and Aβ independent effects of APOE4
acting in concert to exacerbate the pathological and clinical phenotypes of AD (Huang 2010; Huang et
Mucke 2012).

Conclusion
Widely accepted neuroimaging biomarkers for AD (hippocampal atrophy, posterior parietal
associative cortex hypometabolism and amyloid deposition) can be detected in the asymptomatic stage
in APOE4 carriers. There is a graded effect of APOE4 across imaging modalities with a predominant
effect on Aβ deposition and more subtle effects on brain structure (Figure 1). Moreover, APOE4
effects seem to be mediated both by Aβ-dependent and Aβ-independent pathological processes. Future
studies would tell whether the mechanisms and sequences evidenced in carriers is comparable to those
found in non carriers, but it is likely that APOE4 not only increases the risk for AD, but also
modulates its physiopathological cascade. Altogether, APOE4 carriers offer a great opportunity to
further our understanding of the physiopathology of the disease, although precaution is needed for
interpretation in AD at large.
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Table 1: Prevalence of amyloid-positive individuals amongst cognitively normal elderly according to
APOE4 status. % Aβ+: percentage of amyloid-positive individuals; *: mean and/or standard deviation
not indicated.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Schematic representation illustrating the graded effect of APOE4 on amyloid deposition,
metabolism and brain structure, showing a clear predominance of its effect on Aβ pathology (thick
arrows). This figure also illustrates that ApoE4 operates through both Aβ-dependent and Aβindependent processes.

